
REVIEW RELATED LITERATURE OF BAGS

The Effect of Bag Mass on Hip and Postural Angles of 4A Students. AHS A/ S REVIEW OF RELATED
LITERATURE/BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY.

Collins, W. Turkey: MDPI. High loads and bad posture of the back causes the spine and its tissues to stiffen
and become deformed, which may lead to injuries in the future Kim et al  Rope Making and Production Rope
making from extracted banana fiber is called Banana fiber yarn. The Mesta or allied fibers thus saved could be
more profitably be used for packaging textiles and other materials fiber yarn makes the cloth brighter, impart
better dyeing properties and can also be bleached. As early as 17, BC, the use of ropes from natural fibers is
evident because of the fossils found in Egypt. Maleque, Md. The resin content is not affected even though
solvents are being mixed. Lastly, additives are being mixed together with the main components of varnish
such as the ultraviolet absorber, surface stabilizer and anti-oxidants for added protection Yacht Paint,  Project
by biomechanics students of: Literature Review Backpacks are a convenient way to transport items around,
making them popular for military, hiking, and school purposes. Yacht Paint. The fibers are 1. Adequate
adhesion of the varnish layer on the wood surface may not be attained if the moisture content is too high. V,
Balaji A. Where Bananas are Grown. The researchers of this article believe that a plastic bag ban would be
effective at a school like Davidson and that implementation could provide a significant decrease in the amount
of plastic waste the college produces and the overall impact on the planet. The outer layer is the toughest and
usually used for weaving items. A contributing factor may also lie in the construction of the backpack itself.
Vignesh Banana ribbon is a new natural fiber, it has a polyester composites and have more improvement than
a regular fiber, they studied about the fiber and use electron microscope to probe the fiber matrix interaction,
and they learned that mat composites are used to fabricate windshield of cars and mudguard of two wheelers.
Vigneswara, C. The weight of the rope varies upon the use of it and depending also upon the weather
conditions it will be use. By replacing one type of disposable bag for another, we are simply shifting
environmental costs around, but ultimately still negatively impacting the environment. Therefore, composites
of high-strength pseudo stem banana woven fabric reinforcement polymer can be used in a broad range of
applications. Journal of Textile Apparel, Technology and Management, 9 2 ,. In countries and territories
across the tropics and subtropics, Bananas are being produced. These fibers can be used as raw material for
making paper, cardboards, tea bags, and etc.


